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Growth and epitaxy (ch.7)

Stress and strain
-Stress & strain: mechanical properties of solids → crystal A + crystal B, 

interface, film growth, alloy particle, core-shell…

-The stress on the object is the applied force divided by the area to which 

it is applied (응력)

-Strain is the resulting distortion of the sample (변형, deformation)

-Field of the relations 

between stress and strain 

is called rheology



Core-shell nanoparticles

Pd/C 

Pt on Pd/C

Pt is epitaxially deposited onto 

Pd nanoparticles

Sung’s group



-Stress & strain of interface (material A / Material B) or surface 

(material A / adsorbate)

-Lattice misfit (or misfit strain), ε0 is defined in terms of the lattice 

parameters of the overlayer al and the substrate as

For Ge overlayer on Si, ε0 = 0.042, InxGa1-xAs on GaAs, ε0 = 0.0726x

-the strain ε is defined by

→ the layer is deformed compared to its natural lattice constant al



-Stress is a force per unit area as opposed to a force per unit length for 

surface stress

-Strain is a deformation

-The interfacial forces arising from stress lead to the deformations known 

as strained layers 

-Strain depends both on the nature and magnitude of stress

-Tensil stress is positive, compressive stress is negative

-Strain at the interface of A and B depends on several factors

relative sizes of the two materials (lattice constants)

lattice symmetry of the two materials, e.g. hcp, diamond structure…

relative strengths of A-A, A-B, B-B interactions

temperature (thermal expansion coefficient)

deposition conditions



Types of interfaces



Growth modes

-For liquid-on-solid growth, there are only two modes of growth: wetting 

(2D layer-by-layer) and non-wetting (3D island formation)

-For solid-on-solid growth, 3 growth modes → the appearance of strain → 

lattice mismatch  



• Metal on metal: epitaxial growth → most metallic adsorbates form 

ordered overlayer with a (1 x 1) surface structure on metal substrates

• Growth modes at metal surfaces: layer-by-layer fashion (Frank-van der 

Merwe mechanism), thin-film growth + 3D islands formation (Stranski-

Krastanov mechanism), 3D islands form from the very beginning of 

metal deposition (Volmer-Weber mechanism)



cf. structure of adsorbed monolayers

• Ordered monolayers on ordered surfaces due to mutual atomic 

interactions: in chemisorption, adsorbate-adsorbate forces are usually 

small compared to the adsorbate-substrate binding forces → adsorbate-

adsorbate interactions between adsorbates dominate the long-range 

ordering of the overlayer

• Physical adsorption or physisorption: adsorbate-adsorbate interactions 

dominate adsorbate-substrate interactions → densest overlayer packing

• Metallic adsorbates: very close-packed overlayers because adsorbed 

metal atoms attract each other strongly →  one monolayer “epitaxial 

growth” or multilayers, alloy formation by interdiffusion





Oswald ripening

-Non-wetting adsorbate, water on H-terminated Si surface 

→ Volmer-Weber growth (island formation) 

→ water overlayer contracts into 3D islands 

→ minimum energy is achieved when the contact area between the 

overlayer and the substrate is minimized

→ the surface area is minimized when one large island forms rather than 

any greater number of smaller islands (small islands are unstable with 

respect to larger islands)



Oswald ripening

desolution  ↔ deposition process is  in a dynamic equilibrium 

to maintain a constant saturation solubility.

small particle → high solubility  and large particle → low solubility
Large particles grow at the expense of the smaller particles → aging

minimize the total surface area → the way to reach a Gmin,

an equilibrium state

AgI sol → highly insoluble → little tendency of ripening (slow kinetics)

CaCO3 sol → highly soluble → strong tendency of ripening (fast kinetics)

Sintering 

solid in liquid

solid in (on) solid

Lecture Note #6 



Nucleation theory

-The change in Gibbs energy upon forming a spherical cluster or droplet 

of radius r from N atoms (or molecules)

(7.5.1)

→ chemical potential change brought about by the phase transformation 

of N atoms into a sphere with a surface energy given by the 2nd term 

-Number of atom in the clusters and the radius are related by

-Combining (7.5.1) and (7.5.2) and differentiating with respect to either N 

or r → values for the size of critical classical nucleus

and                  

-Critical radius rc → the smallest structure for which the probability of 

growth is greater than that of decay 

-rc →(7.5.1) → energy barrier to nucleation



vapor  →  liquid drop 

solute in a liquid → crystal 

- In the initial stage of condensation a liquid drop of radius r is formed from a 

supersaturates vapor

- Small drop has a high vapor pressure →  it tends to re-evaporate → 

- Therefore, only droplets of a radius greater than a critical radius rc (embryo) survive 

and  grow. 

- This process is called nucleation and the nuclei grow in time.

Consider the free energy change in nucleation of a droplet from a vapor. 

nA (gas,P) → An (small liquid drop, r)

ΔG = -nRT ln(P/Po) + 4πr2γ

= -(4/3)πr3(ρ/M)RT ln(P/Po) + 4πr2γ

M= molecular weight, ρ = density 

P0 = equilibrium vapor pressure 

P/P0 = degree of supersaturation 

This means there is always a free energy barrier of  

ΔGm = 16 π γ3 Vm /3 [RT ln (P/P0)]
2

which is overcome by thermal fluctuation. 

* Related concepts

artificial raining: spraying dry ice particle in the damp air

seeding in crystallization: adding a crystal seeds in a  supersaturated solution

Formation of a new phase : nucleation and crystal growth Lecture Note #6 



Growth away from equilibrium

Thermodynamics vs. dynamics



Non-equilibrium growth modes



Techniques for growing layers

(1) Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)

(2) Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

(3) Ablation techniques: laser deposition, electron irradiation

(4) Physical vapor deposition: RF sputtering



Nanotubes and nanowires



Etching





Summary


